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NAUGHTY OR… EXTRA NAUGHTY.

WE’VE GOT THE GIFTS THAT

MAKE EVERYONE GLOW.



GIFTS FOR HER
Whether the holidays ring in her desire to explore self-

pleasure or the craving to step up her sex life — we’ve 

got the gifts she’ll never forget.

TILLA 

No need for mistletoe. The Tilla is a 

phthalate-free, latex-free silicone vibrator 

with an expertly sculpted g-spot curve 

that hits all the right places.
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EUPHOR
$125

CYRA
$70

TILLA
$70

FORM 2 PRO
$170

CANTA
$70

VIBRATORS

PREMIUM SILICONE FORMS

LUBRICANTS, MASSAGE OIL CANDLES & ACCESSORIES

CHROMA
$125

APEX
$200

TOY LUBRICANT
$28

AFTERGLOW SANTAL
$42

CHROMA SLEEVE 2
$25

CHROMA SLEEVE 3
$25

CHROMAS 

If she’s the queen of 

customization, look 

no further. With five 

vibration modes and 

five intensity levels, 

this powerful (and 

bath-friendly) bullet is 

the perfect on-the-go 

vibrator she needs in 

her rotation.

STARLA + OPEN-BACK 

CHEEKY PANTY 

If something a little lacey 

gets her in the mood, 

this cheeky panty with an 

insertable, remote control 

vibrator will be sure to 

stoke the fire.



STOCKING STUFFER:

GLO RABBIT
For both those new to vibrator play and seasoned pleasure-seekers alike, 

you can’t go wrong with a classic rabbit vibrator. With a tried and true 

shape, our Glo Rabbit Vibrator steps up the game with a first-of-its-kind 

warming sensation on the inside and a fluttering clitoral stimulator on the 

outside. 

The extremely powerful Japanese motor is enhanced by the flexible 

shape, which bends and flexes for ultimate comfort. Plus, the clitoral 

stimulator delivers tantalizing vibrations that teases and titillates all

night long.



GIFTS FOR HIM
Get him an anything-but-vanilla gift he’ll go wild over. 

From our signature vibrating strokers to our c-rings 

and lubricants, we’ve got gifts that will truly make his 

holiday season the most wonderful time of the year.

DEIMOS 

A gift that feels just as good to give 

as it does to receive. Perfect for both 

couples and singles alike, this

vibrating c-ring gives him longer, 

harder erections while providing

mind-blowing clitoral stimulation.
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STROKERS & SILICONE PLUGS

C-RINGS

LUBRICANTS, MASSAGE OIL CANDLES & CLEANERS

INTIMATE 
LUBRICANT

$28

ANTIBACTERIAL
CLEANERS

$20

ASTRA
$140

ARVOS
$150

ERSA
$35

DIA
$100

TARVOS
$125

KORE
$110

DEIMOS
$125

AFTERGLOW RED
TOBACCO

$42

ARVOS 

Perfect for long-distance 

lovers or fired up foreplay, 

the Arvos is the gift that’s 

sure to take his pleasure 

to the next level with its 

full coverage design that 

delivers the precise, best-

in-tech stimulation he’s 

craving. Alternate between 

seven powerful vibration 

modes and three different 

intensity levels.

TARVOS & KORE 

A gift he’ll enjoy a 

thousand times

over—sleek, remote 

control c-rings designed 

to stimulate the shaft 

and while comfortably 

restricting for longer, 

harder erections.



STOCKING STUFFER:

CYRA
Get him what’s really on his list. This bath-friendly silicone form has a soft, 

subtle curve to provide ultimate pleasure in penetration. It has a finger-

holder for easy maneuvering and a phthalate-free, latex-free design, 

making it the perfect toy for a pleasure-filled and totally stress-free night.



GIFTS FOR COUPLES
You deserve that extra kink you’ve been looking for 

this season. Luckily, we’ve got just the gifts for the 

naughty, the nice—and everything in between.

CHROMA SLEEVE 

Shake it up next date night with 

the Chroma Sleeve, designed to 

be placed over our best-selling 

Chroma vibrating bullet. With a 

hands-free suction cup base and 

waterproof design, this gift will 

have you both ready for anything.
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REMOTE CONTROL MASSAGERS

VIBRATORS & ACCESSORIES

LUBRICANTS & MASSAGE OILS

CHROMA SLEEVE 2
$25

ENERGIZE MASSAGE 
OIL
$42

CHROMA SLEEVE 1
$25

SENSATION
LUBRICANT

$28

RESTORE MASSAGE 
OIL
$42

CHROMA SLEEVE 3
$25

ASCEND 3
$120

NEPTUNE 2
$150

TARVOS
$125

DEIMOS
$125

CHROMA
$125

INTIMATE
LUBRICANT

$28

CARPO CHEEKY PANTY

+ ASCEND 3 

Double the date night fun 

with this lacey lingerie 

that comes with a remote 

control vibrator you or your 

partner can control.

AFTERGLOW SANTAL 

MASSAGE OIL CANDLE 

A gift that makes for an extra 

sensual experience, this 

natural scented soy candle 

is specially designed to melt 

at body temperature. Light it 

up for seductive massages 

and unbeatable foreplay, and 

enjoy that with every rub 

you’re nourishing your skin 

with its moisturizing jojoba, 

shea butter, vitamin E

and aloe. 



STOCKING STUFFER:

ASCEND 3
The ultimate couples’ gift—a hand-held vibrator that gives her powerful 

clitoral stimulation, all at the touch of a button. With a remote you or 

your partner can control,  this pebble-shaped vibrator sends ripples of 

pleasure by specially targeting sensitive areas and curving to your body’s 

every contour.



HAPPY HOLIDAYS

AND A KINKY NEW YEAR
TYRO BIKINI PANTY  +  STARLA BULLET

TILLA, CANTA, & CYRA




